PT. DUA PERKASA LESTARI: DESTROYING THE “ORANGUTAN CAPITAL OF THE WORLD”

INTRODUCTION
A Rainforest Action Network (RAN) field investigation found evidence of active clearance of forested peatlands and the digging of peat drainage canals by PT. Dua Perkasa Lestari (DPL) in the Leuser Ecosystem’s Tripa peatland. This evidence comes one month after this “Conflict Palm Oil Culprit” was exposed in a RAN report for the destruction of critically important lowland rainforests and peatlands inside the Leuser Ecosystem.

RAN’s investigation also identified where palm oil fruit was being harvested and loaded onto trucks in PT. DPL’s concession. The loaded trucks were then tracked from the plantation to a nearby crude palm oil processing mill operated by PT. Raja Marga. This mill company has supplied refineries operated by Wilmar International and Golden Agri-Resources (GAR) at ports near the city of Medan, approximately 500 kilometers away.

This investigation demonstrates that Wilmar and GAR, both significant buyers in the palm oil industry, remain at risk of processing and shipping Conflict Palm Oil from the Leuser Ecosystem to manufacturing facilities across the globe.

THE LEUSER ECOSYSTEM
The Leuser Ecosystem spans roughly 6.5 million acres (2.6 million hectares) across intact tropical forests and teeming peat swamps in the provinces of Aceh and North Sumatra on the island of Sumatra. It provides vital habitat for iconic and endangered species as well as water security for roughly 5 million people. The Leuser Ecosystem is under serious threat from the development of palm oil plantations, pulp operations, illegal logging, mining, new roads and inadequate land use planning.

---

The Tripa peatland is one of three carbon-rich peatlands located in the northwest of the Leuser Ecosystem. Tripa safely stores significant amounts of carbon in the ground, and is of unique importance as it provides much-needed habitat for some of the highest densities of critically endangered Sumatran orangutans in the world.

In April 2016, Indonesia’s President Jokowi declared a country-wide moratorium on the issuance of new palm oil and mining permits, which has the potential to limit palm oil expansion in the Leuser Ecosystem. The moratorium was quickly supported by Siti Nurbaya, Indonesia’s Minister of Environment and Forestry, together with Acehnese leaders, who called for the enforcement of the moratorium in the Leuser Ecosystem and for the government to conduct a review of all permits. In June 2016, the Governor of Aceh, Zaini Abdullah, issued a circular letter to all palm oil companies instructing them to cease all forest clearance activities, including in areas with existing permits. This increase in political support presents tremendous new opportunities for securing the protection of Indonesia’s rainforests, including the Leuser Ecosystem and its vital peatlands, like Tripa.

THE PLANTATION COMPANY
PT. Dua Perkasa Lestari (DPL) operates a palm oil concession covering roughly 6,500 acres (2,600 hectares) as part of the Atmaja Makmur Gemilang Group of companies.\(^2\)

PT. DPL is no stranger to controversy. This Conflict Palm Oil Culprit has been under international scrutiny since 2012 when it contributed to a man-made inferno that burned through the Tripa peatland and sent thick plumes of smoke across Sumatra and surrounding regions of Southeast Asia. As a result, a lawsuit was filed against the company by Indonesia’s then–Ministry of Environment for illegally burning the forested peatland. PT. DPL was found guilty, ordered to pay a fine and its estate manager was sentenced to time in prison. PT. DPL is appealing the verdict.\(^3\)

Despite the national moratorium on palm oil expansion, legal prosecutions and more than four years of international attention on the area, PT. DPL is still destroying the Tripa peatland. Satellite analysis carried out by RAN identified that PT. DPL continued to clear forests after the moratorium was announced and the circular letter was issued. In the months of July, August and September 2016 the company cleared 1, 3 and 7 hectares of forests respectively, in clear violation of the moratorium.


THE PROBLEM & THE EVIDENCE
In November 2016, RAN carried out a field investigation of PT. DPL and observed active forest clearing and dig for several peat drainage canals.

Excavator clearing trees and digging a drainage canal.
GPS: 3°49'52.69"N, 96°35'57.01"E

Peat drainage canal built by PT. DPL.
GPS: 3°50'3.04"N, 96°35'45.58"E

GPS coordinates at drainage canal:
3°50'3.04"N, 96°35'45.58"E
Satellite analysis shows that the recent clearing of forest and dredging for canals in and around the PT. DPL concession from September 10 to December 7, 2016 resulted in a total cleared area of 79 hectares as highlighted in the image to the left.

In order to identify the palm oil mill that continues to buy palm oil fruit from PT. DPL and processes it into crude palm oil (CPO), investigators observed the harvest, collection and loading of palm oil fruit within the PT. DPL concession.
SUPPLY CHAIN LINKS

Mill: PT. Raja Marga - The investigation tracked the truck containing the palm oil fresh fruit bunches approximately 20 kilometers from PT. DPL's concession to a weighing station. From the weighing station the same truck was tracked for less than five kilometers to the nearby crude palm oil mill owned by PT. Raja Marga. The connection between PT. Dua Perkasa Lestari and PT. Raja Marga is further proven through a number of documents including a weighing slip.
Palm Oil Traders: Wilmar and Golden Agri-Resources - Wilmar and GAR are two of the world’s largest palm oil processors and were identified as two of the biggest buyers of palm oil from the Leuser Ecosystem region by RAN in 2014. Both companies have adopted policies that commit to not sourcing palm oil from growers that are clearing forests, peatlands or exploiting communities and workers.

In an effort to achieve transparency and trace their palm oil supply chains, Wilmar and GAR have been publishing lists of the mills supplying palm oil products to each of their refineries, including those located near the ports that export palm oil from the Leuser Ecosystem to the global market in Medan, Sumatra. The latest mill lists published by both companies state PT. Raja Marga’s mill as a supplier to their local refineries.

Wilmar’s refinery, PT. Multimas Nabati Asahan (MNA, Paya Pasir). GPS: 3°42'54.29"N, 98°40'17.94"E

PT Multimas Nabati Asahan, Paya Pasir
Traceability Summary - Supplies July 2015 - June 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Refinery Name</th>
<th>ISPO Status</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MNA, Paya Pasir</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1°7'50&quot;S</td>
<td>98°50'37&quot;E</td>
<td>R. Jl. 4, Kecamatan Regan, Pelalawan, Kecamatan Medan Menteng, Medan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Last Updated: 27 Oct 2016

Wilmar has received palm oil from PT. Raja Marga at both of its facilities close to Medan. As noted in its mill lists, Wilmar considers the origin of the palm oil it receives from PT. Raja Marga as “untraceable.” In December 2016, Wilmar publicly announced that it stopped sourcing from PT. Raja Marga mill in October 2016, despite PT. DPL having violated the moratorium since June 2016. Wilmar’s publicly available mill lists have not been updated since June 2016 to reflect the discontinuation of its relationship with PT. Raja Marga. It is unclear if PT. DPL continues to supply palm oil fruit to other mills in Wilmar’s supply chain.

---
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GAR has a crushing facility and refinery at the port and also states on its supplier list that it purchases crude palm oil and palm kernels from PT. Raja Marga. GAR has not issued a public response since the release of RAN’s latest report stating if it continues to source from PT. DPL via PT. Raja Marga or other mills in the region. As a matter of priority, GAR must stop sourcing from PT. Dua Perkasa Lestari.

Golden Agri-Resources’ Belawan Refinery and Kernel Crushing Plant. GPS: 3°46'42.99"N, 98°41'20.47"E

ABOVE: GAR supplier list stating it purchases crude palm oil and palm kernels from PT. Raja Marga.

---

Once the palm oil from PT. Raja Marga’s mill reaches refineries at the ports near Medan, it is mixed with palm oil from other sources, refined and then exported as a variety of products around the world. For example, according to official Indonesia export data, from April to July 2016, Wilmar shipped its palm oil products from the port at Kuala Tanjung to 52 countries worldwide, with South Africa and the Ukraine as the most prominent customers. During that same period, GAR sent its palm oil from the port at Belawan to 45 countries with the USA, China and Myanmar accounting for three quarters of that demand.

CONCLUSIONS
For the past three years, both Wilmar and GAR have been aware of their risk of sourcing from growers that are destroying the Leuser Ecosystem. While Wilmar and GAR have taken some initial steps to transform their palm oil supply chains, to a large extent neither company is currently able to trace their palm oil supply back to the plantation where the palm oil fruit is grown. Wilmar and GAR must improve their efforts to trace their supplies to the plantation level. As a matter of urgency, both companies must break their links to Conflict Palm Oil Culprits that are driving the destruction of the Leuser Ecosystem, in breach of their own company policies and government instructions to cease the clearance of forests and peatlands for palm oil development.

The fate of the Leuser Ecosystem relies in part on the actions of Wilmar and GAR. Both companies must invest more in efforts to secure the protection of the lowland rainforests and peatlands inside the Leuser Ecosystem, while also improving livelihoods for local communities.